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Jordan Elements in a Free Associative Algebra, ! 
Let A be z free associatk c algehl-a on a set S. ‘I’hc clcments of the Lie 
subalgehra of A generated by .Y al-e called l,ie elements and the elements of 
the Jordan s&algebra of A4 generated by I and X are called Jordan elements. 
‘I’he criteria of Specht-\Vever and of Fricdrichs enable one to determine 
\\ hether an element of A is a 1,ie element. A formula of Witt gives the dimen- 
sions of the homogeneous components of the space of Lie elements. There is 
a \vell-known theorem of Cohn concerning Jordan elements from which 
complete results analogous to those for I,ie elements can he obtained whrn S 
has three or fewer elements. It is poasihle to solve these problems completeI> 
for the space of simple Jordan elements, which is defined to be the smallest 
subspace of d containing I and invariant under the Jordan multiplications h> 
elements of S. \Ve establish a relationship between the simple Jordan elements 
and the J,ie elements of odd degree (Section 7, Theorem 6). Using this relation- 
ship, we obtain a criterion, analogous to the Spech-Wever criterion, fol 
determining whether an clement of 13 is a simple Jordan element (Section 9, 
‘I’heorem 8). We then give a formula for the dimensions of the homogeneous 
components of the space of simple Jordan elements (Section 10, Theorem 9). 
The symmetrized product of the elements u, ,..., a, of an associative algebra 
is defined to be the average over all permutations o of [l...., Y] of the products 
a,, .” a,, In the course of proving the results above a formula is obtained. 
expressing the Jordan product of a’ and .x in terms of the Bernoulli numbers 
and symmetrized products of odd degree Lie elements in a and x (Section 8, 
Theorem 7). 
1. THE FREE ASSOCIK~IVE ALGEBRA: NOTATION 
Let X be a set, @ a field of characteristic f2, and A the free associative 
algebra on X over @,. Then A has a basis over @ consisting of I and the 
monomials x1 ... xn , n ;2 I, x1 ,..., x, E X. In order to avoid proliferation 
of subscripts, we do not assign any fixed indexing to X. Thus, in the product 
above, x1 ,..., xn are not necessarily distinct. X can be viewed as imbedded 
in A. 
Each of the associative algebras which wc consider has a 1, and associative 
algebra homomorphisms will be assumed to map 1 into 1. The algebra ;1 
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satisfies a universal mapping property: any mapping from S into an associative 
algebra 11 extends to a unique homomorphism from -4 into B. 
The algebra A has a unique involution n + a * which fixes each element 
of s. If .X1 ‘...) s, are in X, then (X1 ... x,)* -2 s,, ... .X1 . If a E .3, we denote 
bv (0: the element !(a + a*). Then n -+ ia, ’ 1 is a projection of .-1 onto the 
space of elements of il invariant under the involution. 
If N and h are in any associative algebra, \VC‘ define the Lie and Jordan 
pro&cts of a and h as ab - ba and i(ab $- ba), respectively. These products 
will be denoted, as usual, by [a, b] and a b. \\‘ith these products A can he 
regarded as a Lie algebra and as a Jordan algebra. 
If a belongs to an associative algebra, the left, right, Lie, and Jordan 
multiplications by a will be denoted by aL, aR , ad a, and R,, , respectively. 
Thus, if also b belongs to the algebra, we have ha, -: nb, ba, --- ba, b ad a ~~ 
[b, a], bR,, b a. 
The Jordan product is not associative, but it is useful to have a convcn- 
tional interpretation of a Jordan product written without parentheses. If 
a* )..., n, are in A, then we use Jacobson’s notation [6, p. 331 and write 
q . . . a,. for the element alR,,, 
as the sinlple Jordan product of A, 
... R,,? in A4. \\:e shall refer to this product 
,..., a,. (in that order). 
‘I’he algebra A has two important gradings. First, if ?z is a nonnegative 
integer, WC denote 1~1. z4n the subspacc of -4 generated by monomials 
x1 . x7, , ,x‘~ ,..., x,, t S, of total degree n (whcrc 1 is the monomial of degree 
0). Then *4 --:: Ez- ,, ;1,, and A,L4,,, = A,, , 7n for all n, nz 1:; 0. Secondly, let 
.A/ be the set of functions from X to the nonnegative integers which take the 
value 0 except for a finite number of elements of X. If 11’ E ,+“, we denote by 
-1, the subspace of A generated by the monomials of degree -V(X) in x for all 
.V t S. Then -4 = eNE,, -4, and B,A,,\, c z4M+M for all K, Ail E .A ^ . 
2. ?‘HE SLIHSPACES H, L, G, AND J: S’rATamxr OF ~ROBIA~E 
Suppose V is a subspace of A. Let I, ::: CT n ;1,, for every nonnegative 
integer II, and let I& =m= L’ n A, for K E N. If I’ has a set of generators 
each of which belongs to one of the subspaces A,, NE A’“, then I’ is com- 
patible with the gradings in the sense that V = Oz.., I’,, 7: ~~NE,+~ de, . 
Throughout this paper we use the following notation: 
H is the subspace of those elements of A fixed under the involution *. 
L is the Lie subalgebra of A generated by S. 
G is the smallest subspace of z4 containing 1 and invariant under the 
operators R, , x E X. 
J is the Jordan subalgebra of A generated by 1 and S. 
‘1’1:~ clcments of II, I+ G, and / 21-c called rfxr~~iO/r r/fvrwr2t.i, / i’e ~/i’ll/oj~I,,. 
sukplr Jordan drnmts, and /w&/l c/enzenl.s, rcspectkcl\-, /I is spa~~~:eti i-j\ i 
and the elements is1 ... ,\.,,I, Lvhcre v, ,..., .x,, i- .I-; I, is spanned 111 the I.ic 
products, no matter hmv associated, of clcmcnts of -Y; C is spa111~td 13~. 1 
and the simple Jordan products of i.lc.l:lents Of -1.; finall! .I is ~panncd l,\- 1 
and the Jordai~ products, no mattel- ho\\. associated, of ci<%ment:. of .\-. 111 
view 01‘ the prcccding rtmarks, then. all Of tllCXC SLll~SpX~~s ;li.C comlwtil~lc 
with the gradings; their components with respect to the grading. a1.t’ tknotcd 
as dm~; for ~~arnplc. those of /I 17~ li,, ;~nd II,, 
\\‘ith each of the sulxpaces I/,1,, G, ailtl 1 of .-I, t\\o problems are associated. 
The first is to obtain necessary and sutficient conditions for an clcmcnt 01‘ 
.A to he in the suhspacc. ‘l’hv sccontl is te) devise methods fol- the computation 
of the dimensions of the components of these subspaces rclativi. to the 
grading h!- . t , and, if .XF is a finite set, I-clativc to the grading I>!. the non- 
negative integers. If zY has tl elements, WC denote the dimensions of _ !,, , 
If,, > L,, 3 (Gn 3 and I,! h!- n,,(d), l!,,(d). I,,(tl), g,((d), and j,,(cl), rcslwcti\~cl!-. 
The sulxpaces1, and J arc the most interesting cases. For the first problcn~, 
tbvvo criteria are known for Lie elements, that of Friedrichs [3, p. 19: 5. p. 170; 
81 and that of Spccht and \\‘ever [5, 17. 169; IO, Satz 3; I I, S&on 31, hoth 
applying only if @ has characteristic 0. F’ried7%hs’ uiteuh states that. if _~ - 
il : --I --z *-I $ .d is the homomorphism extending .v + .\ I I v fOl 
.x E S, then an element a of _ I is in 1, if and onI\ if trd 0 L I 1 (1. 
The Specht-Il’ezw c/Vteriwr states that for II 1 in element n uf I,, is in I,,, 
if and only if uH I~U, kvhcrc H is thf2 linear mapping from .-1)) to .-I ,, dcfincyl I-rv 
f or s , ,..., xn fz ‘Y. For the second problem, \vc have the ff/l.iWU/~/ of ri.itt 
[9, LA 4.4; 12, p. 1521 1. 1 11-1 .< t w 11c I a > 1 iLs .or d, of an\- characteristic: _ 
11” 1 d,,,(r/j (1) 
,,/ l! 
or, using the Miibius inversion formula, 
For the subspace / the results arc less satisfactory. If (7, 11 tf Ii, then 
(0 6)” =- a* . I)* = a 6 and hence (I b t II. Thus H is a Jordan suh- 
algebra of B containing I and S. It follows that J i II. Suppose the set -\- is 
linearly- ordered. Cohn has proved [I , Theorem 7.6; 2. pp. 257-2601 that II is 
the Jordan suhalgchra of =1 gencratcd by 1 , ,Y, and the elements (s~,Y,.v:~.Y~], 
,I ] ) ,x2 ) .“‘:{ , v, t .17, S] c: s, < .x:{ -L. x4 . Hence, one knows as a corollar! 
that, if *\- has three or fewer elements, then J ~-- H. Cohn also obser~~cs that, 
if -1. has four or more elements, then J is a proper subspacc of U. It is eas\ 
to compute //,,(c/) (Section 3, ‘R~eorem 3) and, \zith Cohn’s result, one then 
has the \-alues "fj,,(d) for td -= I, 2, 3. 
Another approach to the Jordan clcments is to attempt to find a result 
analogous to the Specht --\\.cver criterion by studying the properties of the 
operator 7’ : -4 l =1 dcfined 1,\- 
for .V 1 >..., ,\‘,I E S. \Ve obtain analogous results (Theorem 8) and we find 
dimension formulas (Section IO). but these apply to the subspace G, which 
is a p-opcr subspace of / if-Y has two or more elements. 
Let I. stand for any one of the spaces -4, ti, L, G, or J. There is a relation 
that holds in general between the dimensions of the components I/7rJ , n ’ _ 0, 
and 17.y , :V E A”‘, of 1,’ relative to the two gradings. This relation depends on 
the fact, routine to verify in each of the casts, that, for S E ,,C^, the dimension 
of 17,V depends onlv on the numbers of variables occurring to each positive 
degree and does not depend on the number of variables occurring to degree 0. 
\Vc make these remarks more precise as follows: Let II’ be the set of all 
sequences 2<’ = (wl , w2 , w3 ,.. .) of nonnegative integers in which w, 0 
for all but a finite number of indices i. If :\‘t 4” and w t PF, we say zu is 
the multiplicity sequence of N, if for ever!; positive integer i, w, is the number 
of elements s of S with N(N) i. Given w E II’, it is clear that, if X has 
sufficiently many members, there is an A’ in 4” whose multiplicity sequence 
IS EL’. For such an N, from the remarks above, the dimension of PTA, depends 
only on zc and not otherwise on I\’ or the cardinality of S. QTe shall denote 
this dimension by z(w) and, in the particular cases, by n(w), h(w), Z(w), R(W), 
and ,~(Pc). 
Now suppose X has d elements and let ~,~(d) =:= dim ET, . \\:e now obtain 
a formula expressing a,(d) in terms of d and C(W), w t W. For NE .A” let 
i(-\‘) ~stxL\r(x). Then i’(N) is the total degree of each of the elements 
of .4.V . It follows that 
If w t II, let ;‘(w) = IT=, iz~j~ . If N has multiplicity sequence W, then 
i(ec) ~ k(-\). From (3) it follows that 
If we group the terms on the right of (4) ‘recording to the multiplicity 
sequence to which they belong, and if we denote 1~;; r,,.(d) the number of :\ 
in .G’ with multiplicity sequence W, vve obtain 
\Ve can obtain an explicit formula for n,,.(d). Suppose ‘LC (zcr , ZL‘, .zc~~ ,...). 
To choose Ah; in ./I’ with multiplicity sequence ZL’, vve first choose a subset 
of zl of the d elements of S for which X(X) I, then a set of z:‘? of the 
remaining d ~~ or elements for which X(X) =- 2, etc. The number, I,,, 
of ways in which this can bc done is 
If we adopt the notation zu! 2 r]F=r w,! and ; w == C: r TUT , the espression 
above simplifies to 
Let [n] stand for the multiplicity sequence (n, O,...). ‘Then z([n]) is the 
dimension of a subspace of V consisting of elements linear in all variables of 
an n-element subset of S and of degree 0 in all other variables. 
THEOI~EJI I. Let V, en(d), and v(w) be as dejined above. Then 
(ii) In particular, cJd) is a polynomial in d of degree - n. The coeficient 
of d” in v,(d) is (I iti!) ~([n]). 
Proof. (i) is a consequence of (5) and (6). For all w E It; I YL’ I _ Z(W) 
with equality holding only if w [n] for some n. With (i) this shows that 
zl,(~t) is a polynomial in d of degree C: n and that the only term on the right 
of (i) contributing to the coefficient of drb is the term w-ith w [n]. In that 
term the coefficient of d” is z([n])/[n]! = z’([n])jn!, which proves the theorem. 
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EXAMPLE. From (2) the coefficient of dl’ in 2,(d) is l/n. This coefficient is 
also equal to (I /E!) .!([n]) by part (ii) of Theorem 1. Hence, we have 
l([?Z]) = (?Z - I)!, 72 ‘/ 1, 
a known fact [ 12, Satz 31. 
4. RE:CliRSION FORMUIA FOR HO~IOGENEOUS COMPONENTS 
In studying our subspaces a useful method is to proceed bv induction on 
the homogeneous degree. In order to employ this method, we need to know 
how to obtain a homogeneous component from those of lower degree. 
THEOREM 3. (i) H 271 j.1 = If,, HI , n :I 0; 
(ii) L,,, =p [bL,~J, n > 1; 
(iii) G n,~l -- = G, Gl , n :3: 0; 
(iv) J,z ,2 ~7: Jr1 . J2 -1. /,, 1 J1 , n : J 0. 
Pvoqf. Note that A, , HI , L, , G, , and Jr are all equal to the subspace 
generated by S. (ii) is an easy and well-known consequence of the Jacobi 
identity. (iii) follows routinely from the definition of G. 
‘V\:e prove (i) bq’ an argument from the proof of Cohn’s theorem [2, p. 257; 
6, p. 81. Z-r,,j HI C Hznal since His a Jordan subalgebra of A. If x1 ,..., x,,, E X, 
(,Y, “. .A”,,{) -- (.Y,,(S1 “’ .I? ,,, 1} r~= 2(x, .‘. s,,, 1j x,,, 0 mod(ll,,+, H,). 
Hence {x1 ... 
times wt have “;“I 
:I ~ C x,,,xl ‘.. .x,,~l) mod(H?,! r HI). Iterating this m 
-, , .i \” ] “. cc,,,) G (-- l)))~(sr ... x,,,} mod(H,,,+, HI). If m = 2n~1, 
we find that the generators {x, ‘.. s27Li,] of H,,~,, belong to H,, . Hr and (i) 
follows. 
To prow (iv) we follow the argument in Ref. [6, p. 421. Define inductively 
subspaces Jn by Jo’ = 1”) jr’ == Jr and 
for every- nonnegative integer n. Then, by induction, Jn’ C Jn for all 11 ,; 0 
and if J’ = s-!I=, In’, then J’ contains 1 and is invariant under the operators 
R, and R,., , x’, y E X. Suppose A1 is a Jordan product of n elements of S 
arbitrarily associated. If n = 1 or n = 2, J’ is invariant under the operator 
R, . Suppose that ?z G-2 3 and that J’ is invariant under Jordan multiplications 
by Jordan products of fewer than n elements of X. We may assume AZ = 
I1y our assumption .I’ is invariant lindcr the right side of (X), and htwcc ./’ 
is invariant under R,, Since the Jordan products :I1 arc a set of lineai 
generators for J, wc see that j’ is in\.ariant under the operators K,, , (2 i j, 
and in particular j’ contains I R,, N fol- all 0 ill ,I. ‘I’hs, J ] and 
J,(’ J,, for all Iz 0, which yields (iv) when substituted in (7). 
‘I’heorem 2 has some interesting consequcnccs for the dimensions ~~,~(t/) 
andj,(d). For n 0, consider the mapping 0 : !I,,, ,: H, r II,,, 1 defined b\ 
(u (:<,I b)a u b 
for u t Hz,, , b E Ii, . Then, from ‘lkorem 2 (i), 0 is surjcctiw. In general 
we know, G,, C 1,) C If,, and hence, from ‘Theorem 2 (ii) and (iv)> 
(G,, :f, G,)o G2,, .1 (9) 
(J;r,i G,, Jl)(r i J?,( 1 . (10) 
Xert we show that, if -Y is finite, CI is il?jectivc. I1y counting dimensions, 
this is a consequence of part (iii) of the following: 
Proof. Suppose X has (i elements. A basis of ,3,, is the set of monomials 
of degree n in X. Thus dim Ali a,,(d) nil. 
An element of -3, is reversible if and only if the coefficients of reverse 
monomials are equal. Thus a basis of II,, consists of all reversible monomials 
in X and the sums of all reverse pairs of non-reversihlc monomials in S. 
Suppose Ye is the number of reversible monomials of degree 71. Then the 
number of reverse pairs of nonreversible monomials is h(d’l - r,,(d)). Thus 
the number of elements in a basis of H,, is 
The reversible monomials of degree 2n are the monomials :1L11*, where ,li 
is an arbitrary monomial of degree n. Thus y.,,(n) == tl’l. The rcxrsible 
monomials of degree 212 : I arc the monomials ;1/3xAZ*, where AI is an 
arbitrarv monomial of degree TZ and x is any of the d elements in S. IYe ha\ e 
therl r’?,< ‘((1) (11’ 1. The theorem non follows from (I I). 
fn (ii) cy~~lit~~ holds if011 on/y if n ~~ 0 or n I and J2,z 1 . J2 C .Ign J, . 
l’roof. (i) and (ii) follow from (9) and (IO) and the fact that (7 is injectivc. 
Equality holds in (ii) if and only if equalit); holds in (IO), which holds if mcl 
onI!. if /?,! ./r -: J?,, ,r ‘I’he last statement surel!, holds if 7~ 0. If n I, 
b!- ‘l’hcoren~ 2 (iv), J?,( r ~ jZ,! r 1, J?,, J, and the last statement of 
the corollar\- fo1lovVs. 
~:OROI.I,.4RY 2. If n = 0, I OY 2, .iZ,[ J(i) &,(4. 
Proof. The condition of the preceding corollary is trivially satisfied if 
n = 0 or 77 =- I. In cast 12 2, we have to show J:r JZ JL! . jZr C J4 Jr 
Rut I;3 is spanned by s y 2, x, y, u” ES and hence it sufhces to show 
j,K,, ‘.,,.; iI j, Jr . From the identity (8) 
J,R,. .,,. 3 Je(Rp,R, + R,,.:R,, T R& R&R, ~ R,,R~R,) 
i-- 11 . JI > 
proving the corollary. 
5. ‘l‘llii SYNMETKIZED PR~DVCT: TIIE UIRKH~FFF~~\‘ITT ‘I’mormr 
Suppose that the characteristic of CD is 0. If ur ,..., n,. arc elements of an 
associatiw algebra, we define the svmnzetrixed product of n, ,..., a,. to be the 
avcragc over all permutations u of {I ,..., Y) of the products alii ... (I,., and we 
denote it by /‘ai ,..., a,.>. Thus 
On occasion the context will not make clear how many entries a symmetrized 
product is intended to have. In this case the number will be indicated b! 
a subscript attached to the bracket. For example, ju,..., CZ:,~ denotes the 
symmctrizcd product of Y factors all equal to a. 
The svmmctrizcd product has a number of easy propcrtics which wc 
combine in a lemma, 
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LEMMA 1. (i) 7’lle .yi7mefrizcci product , is rwltiliaear it1 its r 
wp77ent.s. 
Suppose a1 ,..., a,. and a are elemet1l.s of an associatiz*e a@wa K. Theii 
(ii) “U )..., a,‘,. ~~ LIT’. 
(iii) Jf u is any permutation of ( I ,... I), then ~>al,; ,..., a,,, a1 ,..., a, . 
(iv) Jf 7 is a homomorphisn~ or ar~ti~zomomo~pl~is~~~ of B iilto (IN 
associntize algebra, then ia, ,..., u, 11 \a17,..., al.7j . 
(v) Jf 11 is any derimtion oj 11, the0 aI ,..., a,. II all),.... a,. 
... ~+ a, ,..., a$:. 
(vi) ii C a,,, . . . a,.,, 7~ <a, . . . ..a. 
u 
pyo~f. Parts (i)-(v) are trivial and R’C omit the proofs. To pro~~c (vi) LVC 
first observe that 
T filctors 
,-v-. 
n . . . . a a“ ~~~ /a,..., a ~ . 
Then we substitute s1 + .” ~ a\‘,. for a, where s ,,..., .s,. are the ‘$lWdtC~l-S 
of a free associative algebra A. llsing (i), wc compute the Jordan and sym- 
metrizcd products and equate on both sides of the resulting equation terms 
linear in all variables. We then obtain 
If we apply to both sides of the preceding equation the homomorphism 
17 : A --f B such that x27 mm n, , i =- I ,..., Y, and then divide by T!, we 
have (vi). 
In what follows the most important tool for establishing linear independence 
will be the Birkhoff-1Vitt theorem or, rather, the slight modification of it 
given in the following theorem: 
THEOREMS 4. Suppose 9 is a Lie algebra o%‘ey @, C its unioersal emeloping 
algebra, and E a linearly ordered basis of 14. Then the set consistirq of 1 and 
the simple Jordan products e, . . . . . e,; , ei E E, e1 _ ... _ ’ e,,. , is a basis of IT. 
Moreover, if the characteristic of @ is 0, the set consisting of 1 and the symmetrized 
products jeI ,..., e,,‘;, ei e E, e, _ ’ “. eL , is also a basis of LT. 
proof, Let [,,TCT1) = @ ~- 9 + ‘.. + 9’l be the usual filtration of 
C (G(O) = CD). Then the result follo\vs immediatel\- if we can show that the 
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set of simple Jordan products e, . P,> , e, ... c,~ , and the set 
of symmetrized products :e, ,..., e,,‘), e, ... .x e,z , are both bases of 
con~l~lements of Y’” l) in Ycii’. IIowever, from the Birkhoff-T\‘itt theorem 
we know that the products [>I ... e,, , q ‘_ ... e,, , are a basis of a complc- 
mcnt of Yi/“” I) in 5F”“’ , and, by the usual straightening arguments, 
for every permutation u of {I ,..., n). Since both et . . . P,( and ci ,..., e,, 
are averages of terms on the right of (I 2), NY have 
e, ... e,, CT- e, . . . e,, : e1 ,..., e, mod Y(“-L). 
Hence the sets of simple Jordan products and symmetrized products mcn- 
tioned above are both bases of complements of Pit- 1) in Y(‘iJ, which proves 
the theorem. 
6. SIMPLE JOKDAN ELEMENTS. ~'I.IE OPERATORS T AKD p 
Let 7’ : z-1 -+ A be the linear operator defined by 
for x1 ,..., x~[ E S. Then A, T = G,, , which will enable us to use T in the 
study of G (Section 9). 
Let p : d - end A be the associative algebra homomorphism such that 
.YP = R,, for all x E S. Then p and T are connected b! 
( xl ... x,)1’ := x1 . . . . s,, = 1 R,,,I ... R,,, :- 1(x, ... x,,)p 
for x1 ,..., 5, ~5 X. ;\Iore concisely, for all a E A, 
UT =- I(q). (13) 
In the result that follows we need the following two easy identities: If 
n and 2, are any two elements of an associative algebra, then 
[R, , R,] z 1 ad [a, b]; (14) 
[ad a, RJ =-; RI,i,bl . (15) 
hUMA 2. (i) JfuEL 2,L-1 , then q -= (1/4”)R,j , ?z ,.: 0; 
(ii) ;fa EL1,, then ap == (l/4’“) ad a, n :;- 1. 
which pro\ L’S the lemma. 
‘1’I11Kml:R1 5. Sz1pjme N1 ,..., n, NIP nonnqycrti~w it~fep.~ ad u, G L.,,, 
- ‘ l 
fov i I,..., )‘. Lq ( ~~ 4-“11-“” 11,) 7’izpn 
(i) (a1 “’ u,)p a?,,I “’ K,,, ; 
(ii) (uI .” (1,)7’ ~~ 02, . fr,. ; 
(iii) I 1 (71 ,...) 0, i c a, ,.._, a, if d, lias ciinrcictevislic 0. 
I’ror~f. 13~ Lemma 3, we know that o,p (I ,‘4”,) K,,, ( i ~~ I ,..., r, and, 
since p is a homomorphism, WC‘ have (i). (ii) follows from (I 3) when we apply 
both sides of (i) to the identity element I of -4. 
From (ii) wc have 
Then (iii) is a conscqucnce of part (vi) of Lcmm;? i . 
Let L()‘,{l L, ~1 I,, + Iz5 -~~ ..._ ‘l’hcn l,,,t,Ci is CICMX~ under the I,ic 
triple product: [[Lo,,,1 , Lodtl], &,I,,] C L,,,t,i . ‘I’hus L,,,i,l is a T,ie triple sub- 
system [6, p. 3081 of d and, in fact, as is easy to see, IjoCltl is the Lie triple 
subsystem generated by zY. 
Since, from the remarks at the beginning of this section, the range of 7’ 
is equal to C, and since the constant c of ‘I’heol-em 5 is not 0, we may conclude 
from part (ii) of this theorem that simple Jordan products of clemcnts of 
I,,,(,,1 arc‘ in G. Conversely, since S i L, 2 &,,I~, and G is spanned by simple 
Jordan products of clcments of S, we have a fortiwi that G is spanned 1,) 
sinlple Jordan products of elements of LC,,l,l Thus \YC ha\-c 
for ezery permutation 0 qf [I,..., rl). 
Proof. If 1 i cr: M, \ve have 
P I .__ P, P, , . . . . e,, ~ er . . f pi 1 P, . . . . e, 
(’ 1 . . ei+,[R, , K ?, ,I R2,? ... R,, 
~~ l r, . e,-, ad[e; , e, +,I R.L,. ... R,, 
= l([p,[e, , e , J] ..” . e,+, ;- ... $- e, . . . . . [e,-, , [e; , ei+J])RI,, ? ... Ren 
c G’I,-2’ c G(+I) 
\vhcre we use (14) and the facts that ad[e, , eicl] is a derivation of the Jordan 
product and that Lodd is a Lie triple subs!-stem of =1. Hence 
e1 . ._. e, e, , 1 . . c,, =-s PI . . ’ eiAl e, e,! mod G(“+‘). (16) 
If wc employ (16) several times, the lemma follows. 
It is well known [5, p. 168; 12, p. 1521 that .4 is the universal enveloping 
algebra of the Lie algebra L. We may then apply Theorem 4 to I, and .‘I. 
Our main application is 
THEOREM 6. Suppose E is a linearly ordered basis of Lorltl Then, .for cl1 
12 I , the simple Jordan products e, . . . er, , ei E E, e1 .‘. e,r , aYe 
a basis of a complement of Gc” ‘) in G’“‘. [f the characteristic of CD is 0, the 
symmetrized products (e, ,..., e,l‘ , ei E E, cl :; ..’ : -’ e,, , are also a basis of 
a complerrlent of CJ‘clJ-l) zn Gci”. Thus 1 and the simple Jordan products e, . . . P,, ~ 
et E E, or ..’ e,b , k .; 1, are a basis qf G, and, if the characteristic ?f @ 
is 0, 1 and the symmetvi,-edpvoducts (e, ,..., e,,?, e, t E, e, ... e),.k I, 
ave also a basis of G. 
Prooj: Since E is a basis of &tCt ;iil d hence part of a basis of I,, the sets 
of simple Jordan products and symmctrizcd products mentioned at the end 
of the statement of the theorem are linearlv independent bv ‘I’heoretn 4. 
‘I’hc prcscnt theorem will follow if \ve can show for each II that the simple 
Jordan products 
span a complement of G(‘( I) in (;‘I” and, if the cliaracteristic of @ is 0, the 
symmetrized products 
j e, ,..., e,, , cl ‘.’ P,, , Pi E E, (18) 
also span a complement of Gt’i~-i) in G’I”. 
By the definition of G(“), we know that the simple Jordan products in 
arbitrary order of n elements of K span a complement of G(“-l) in G’“). 
But, because of Lemma 3, the simple Jordan products in arbitrary order can 
be replaced by the products (17). 
AUso, hv Lemma 3, if e, ‘.. e,, , e, t E:, TVC have 
El P,, pl,; . P,,,, mod Go< i’ (19) 
for all permutations 0 of -(I ,..., n). If the characteristic of C#J is 0, we may 
average over the permutations CJ in (19). Using Lemma I (vi), we obtain 
’ P, ,..., P,(‘, mod G(fl-1’. 
0 
Since the simple Jordan products (I 7) span a complement of G(‘l I) in G’li), 
the same now holds for the symmetrized products (18) proving the theorem. 
C’OHOLI.ARY~ 4. If thr characteri.stic of @ is 0, then G is the space spanned 
by 1 und the symmetrized products of elements of L,,tlCi . 
8. I)IGKESSION: il FOKMI’LA KELITING TIIE I,IE, JORDAN 
AND SYMMETRIZED PRODWTS. XND THE BERNOULLI NCXHERS 
From the Corollary 4, we know that the space spanned by the symmetrized 
products of Lie elements of odd degree is closed under the operations R,, , 
N ES. In particular, if a and x are in A’, ur s :-- ~a ,..., a,,. s can be 
expressed as a linear combination of symmetrized products of Lie elements 
of odd degree. In this section we obtain this expression explicitly and show 
how it can be applied to given an alternate proof of this corollary. 
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First we need an identity for the Bernoulli numbers. The Bernoulli 
numbers are usually defined [4, p. 901 as the coefficients Bi in the power 
scrics expansion 
15-e define numbers bi by the power series expansion 
(20) 
Then b,i = (-l)i+lB, for i (J 1. Since the left side of (20) is an even 
function of t, b, = 0 for all odd i. nIultiplying both sides of (20) by (P’ - 1)/t 
expanded in power series, wc obtain 
If we expand the left side of (21) m p ower series and compare the coefficients 
of tj on both sides, we obtained the following recursion formula for the bi : 
6, = 1 and (22) 
i,elLm4 4. Suppose t is an itdetevn~it~ate ozw the field of rational nurnllers. 
7’ilrn 
Proof. LVe shall show that the lemma is equivalent to the identities (22). 
If we replace t by t + 1, the lemma becomes 
Summing the geometric series in the right side of (23) we find that the left 
side equals 
.+S1:‘19;3-j 
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If we expand (t $- I)’ -i l by the binomial theorem, the last term cancels, 
and w-e have 
Observing that 
Comparing the coefficients of t’ on both sides of (24), wc see that the lemma 
is equivalent to 
h,, I and ! 2 i t’ j l) j “: in- fw .; 
l,..., I, ,- _ 1, 
i-0 
which. in turn, is equivalent to (22) as claimed. 
‘I‘HEORE~I 7. Suppose that the characteristic of @ is 0, that Y is a posit& 
intqger, that a and x aYe elements of an associative algebra, and that the rational 
numbers hi are as dejked aboze. Then 
a’ . ,Y $‘, b, ( ; ) (a ,..., a, x(ad lz)‘,,-, , 1 (25) 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result if a and x arc the generators of a free 
associative algebra A. Define the “cycle left” operator C : A,. :, --F Art1 b\ 
x1 ‘.’ s,; tc S? ‘. N,. , pY1 , 
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where xl ,. . ., s,~,~ are each either x or a. By induction on i, it is easy to see that 
a’--i(s(ad u)i) =- a”x(C ~ l)i, i ~:- O,..., r, (26) 
where I is the identity operator on -J,,., . Then, applying C’j to both sides 
of (26), we have 
a”--i-j(,x(ad a)i) .j -= arbv((J - 1)~ CJ, i mm_ 0 ,..., r, j m: 0 ,..., i’ -- i. (27) 
If we form, for fixed i, the symmetrized product ~{a,..., a, s(ad u)“‘,.+ i.l , 
the per-mutations of the arguments yield the products on the left side of (27) 
as j ranges over O,..., r ~ i, and in the symmetrized product each of these 
terms occurs the same number of times. Hence, WC can obtain the average 
over all permutations by taking the average over the I’ ~ i ~-~ I permutations 
oii the Icft of (27). Thus 
1I.e also have, from the definition of C, that 
a“ A! --= a“$(1 ~~7 CV)). 
The thcorcm will follow from (28) and (29) if we cm show that 
(29) 
Rut (30) follows by substituting C for t in Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that the characteristic of @ is 0 and tlmt a, ,..., a,. 
and .v are elements of an associutiz~e cr[yebrn. ?‘heu 
(a, ,...) a,> . .Y 
= ,‘! T $” bi ( i j (a,, ,..., CZ(,.-,)~ , .T ad a(,.+ ua .‘. ad a,,‘, 
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hoof. It sufices to prove the corollary in the case that a, ,..., a,. and s 
are the generators of a free associative algebra. In this case, we substitute 
a1 i- “. 1 a,. for a in (25), equate on both sides of the resulting equation 
the terms linear in all variables, and, finally, divide both sides by r!. 
If Q, has characteristic 0, we know from Theorem 5 (iii) that ‘a1 ,..., ~2,. 
is in G whenever o1 ,..., a, are in I,,,,lti Also, if u1 ,.... ~1, arc in L,,dil and 
x c S, we see from the Corollary 5, from the fact that Ll,ciCi IS a Lie triple 
subsystem of d~l, and since h, -- 0 for odd i, that ‘a, ,..., (I,.‘ .Y is in the 
space spanned by the symmetrized products of Lie elements of odd degree. 
This space is thcreforc closed under thr operations R, , .Y E .Y, and, since 
it contains 1 (as the empty product) and is contained in G, it must be equal 
to G. '~XLIS, ~vve have an alternate l>roof of the C’orollary 4. 
If @ has characteristic 0, the Spech-\Ve\-er thwrem gives a necessary and 
sufficient condition for an clement of _ I,, to be in I,,, . Part (i) of the following 
theorem, in which WC assume only characteristic 2, gives an analogws 
condition for an clement of -d,, to lx in C,, . 
(ii) Suppose CD hns rharacterktic 0. Then T is rr tiiagonalizable O,~XTOICJJ 
011 -4. In fact, for 12 1, i-l ,~ is the suvn of eigempaces for the eigenaalues 0 and 
(:)j, j -- 0 ,..., [(vz 1);2]. Zf, i/z add’t: z run, -Iv has fzco or nmre elements clnd 
n 2, these eigenspaces are all vmnzem. 
T’rooJ \Vc first prove the sufficiency of the condition in (i). ‘I’he operatol 
n:(7;-1)iZl (1’ - (A)‘) has the formf(T)T + ‘, c where c + 0 and f is a poly- 
nomial with coefficients in @,. If (31) h o 5 we have a -= -(l/c) uf(T)T and Id. ( 
thus u t A,T -::z G,, . 
Next assume the characteristic of @ is 0. Let E be a basis of LOdd consisting 
of homogeneous elements. Then the Corollary 4 implies that 1 and the 
symmetrized products of elements of E span G, and those synmetrized 
products of total degree n span G,, Suppose e, ,..., E,,, arc in E, where e, has 
degree Zn, + 1 for i I ,..., k, and (e, ,..., c,;; has total degree n. Then, from 
Theorem 5 (iii) (e, ,..., e,,‘, is an eigenvector for 7’ with cigenralue 4m~ 
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where j : xF=, n, 2: 0. Since the degree n of (el ,..., e,,> is equal to 
x:~m” p, + I), we have n =z 2j f k, and, since /C 3 1, 2j -., n - 1 or 
j ; [(n .- 1)/2]. Thus 
rcn-lL’21 
G,, E, (7’ - (4)‘) ~~ 0, (32) 
which proves that the condition in (i) is necessary when the characteristic 
of @ is 0. Since G,, := -grl,T, we have 
I (n-1) I11 
A,T n (T ~ (i)‘) 0 
, -=I, 
from which the first part of (ii) follows by the usual linear algebra arguments. 
If 71 2, then G, C H, $- -4, and since A,,7 = G, , T must have 
a nonzcro null space in A, . If m and y are distinct elements of X, then, for 
j 0 ,..., [(n -- 1);‘2], (X ,..., x’, ll(ad x)~‘)~,~.,~ is in A,, and bv Theorem 5 is 
an eigenvector for T with eigenvalue 4-j. It is easy to see thit y(ad 3)2j / 0. 
The symmetrized product is then also nonzero since it is part of a basis of G 
as given in Theorem 6. 
It remains to prove that the condition of part (i) is necessary when CD is 
of characteristic p 1’ 2. First we observe that it is sufficient to consider the 
case where di is Z,, , the prime field of characteristic p. For, if we know the 
result in this case, it follows in the more general case by the standard argu- 
ments for estcnding the base field. 
From (32) we know that, if .x~ ,..., .Y,( E S, \ve have the identitl 
[(n-l)!21 
x1 . . . . Yn n (T ~ (,;)‘) : 0 (33) 
, ,I 
01 er the field of rational numbers. But, since p does not occur in any denom- 
inator, (33) may be regarded as an identity over Zp. This proves the theorem 
since the simple Jordan products of elements of X span G, . 
QYthout the hypothesis that the characteristic of @ is 0, Theorem 8 (ii) 
is no longer valid. We have the following example. 
Let p be an odd prime. Suppose @ is the field of rational numbers and that x 
and a are distinct elements of S. Then 
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and $(a ,..., n, x>, ~ ~~~~ ~1” l ixn’. Since 
the element 
has integer coefficients in <J. 
But x(ad u)” l is a Lie element of degree p and is therefore bv Theorem 5 
an cigenvector for 7’ with cigcnvalue 4 ‘)‘- 1).‘2 = 2 (” I), while N ,..., 0, .\ ,, 
is an eigenvcctor with cigenvaluc 1. Hcncc, wc have the equations 
Since (2” ’ ~ 1)/p is an integer (1~). Fermat’s thcorcm), the Eqs. (34) and 
(35) contain no factors of p in any denominator. Hence we may I-egard these 
equations as holding in the field .Z,] In this field 21’ r I. Thus the equations 
become 
h(T 1)” 0; (36) 
(37) 
Kou; if in Z,, (2” r ~ I )/p is not zero, (i.e., if 2 j’ L 2.: I mod p’) it follows 
from (36) and (37) that b is not a sum of cigcnvcctors for T. For csam~~le, 
when p =- 3, we have shown that axn is not a sum of cigcnvectors. 
According to Ref. [4, p. 37, 1’. 811, th c only primes less than 100 000 for 
which 2” 1 :- 1 modp’ are 1093 and 351 I. 
The relationship between G and LC,dtt established in Theorem 6 allows us 
to derive a formula for the dimension ,yli(d) of G, . ‘lbe beginning of this 
derivation follows closely the derivation of \\:itt’s formula for l,)(d) as given 
in Ref. [9, LA 4.41. 
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Let E be a linearly ordered basis of LOdd consisting of homogeneous 
elements. According to Theorem 6, G has a basis B consisting of I and the 
simple Jordan products, in nondecreasing order, of elements of E. For each 
b E II, let e - r+(e) be the function which assigns to each e in E the number 
v,(e) of times that e occurs in the simple Jordan product representing h. 
Then h - q, is a bijection between B and the functions from B to the non- 
negative integers which take the value 0 for all but a finite number of elements 
of E. For each e E E and b E B, let ?(e) and a(b) be the degrees of e and b as 
elements of -4. These degrees are connected by the relation 
i(b) = c +,(e) i(e). 
?EE 
Suppose S is finite and has d elements. Then a(e) is an odd integer for 
every e in E, and for each odd integer ?z there are exactly I,(rt) elements of E 
with 5(e) il. 
C’onsidcr the formal power series infinite product 
f(q _ n (1 + tie) + pi’(e) + pAf’l + . ..). 
,,a 
(38) 
The terms of the product are in one-to-one correspondence with the functions 
v(, , b E B, where Q corresponds to the term ncEE (We) = 0”). Thus the 
coefficient of P in f(t) is exactly the number I,,, of elements of B of 
degree WI; that is, 
?;ow-, we have, from (38) and the remark preceding (38), 
Taking logarithms of both sides, WC have 
logf(t) ---. 1 I,#) log 
Ii odd 
Letting ICY = k and expressing the last sum in terms of k and n, we have 
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For any positive integer k, let O(k) denote the largest odd factor of k. 
Then the set of odd factors of li is the set of all factors of 8(k). Hence (39) 
can be written 
Iogf(t) --= f 
I,= I 
( c n/,(d)) ;- . 
?J Q(/.) 
(ii) g,(d) == 1 and rig,(d) ~~ 111 1 cP(‘)~,~ ,Jd), /2 >- 0; 
(iii) gzn4 ,(d) ~~~ dg,,(d), n 0. 
t’roof. Fr(Jni (1) we have 
which yields (41) when substituted in (40). 
The first part of (ii) is obvious. Differentiating both sides of (41) and 
multiplying through by f(t), we have 
Then, substituting f(t) 1: m0 g,(cz’) tiL and equating the coeflicicnts of t” 
on both sides of the resulting equation, we obtain (ii). 
\Ve have already proved (iii) in part (i) of the Corollary 1. \Ye give an 
alternate proof by induction on n using the recursion formula (ii). If n 0, 
(iii) is clear. Assuming the result for smaller values of n, we have from (ii) 
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The last step uses the induction hypothesis and the obvious facts that 
H(2k) :=: B(k), O(2k $ 1) = 2k -I- 1. A41so from (ii), 
2ngs7L(d) = 2 (dQ(2i’-l),L&+,,> i l(d) - ds(2y&&(d)) 
i. * (43) 
Combining (42) and (43), we find 
from which (iii) follows. 
\\‘e can easily compute the values ofg,,,(ti) for small fz from (ii) and (iii), 
and we find: 
g,,(d) -: 1; g,(d) := 2yd’ (- d); g4(d) 2F(3d’ + 2d3 $- d2 + 2d); 
g6(d) = 2 -‘(5d” + 3dj + dJ c 5d3 + 2d”); 
&d) = 2-‘(35ds + 20d’ T 6d” + 24dj j- 19d’ ;- 4d” $ 4d” + 16d); 
gl,,(d) 2m *(63d1” + 35d” + I Odx i 3&l’+ 23d”-im 35dj I- 16d3 -I- 2Od3-t 16d’) 
Some additional properties of the polynomials Cq,C(~t) are given in the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 10. (i) g,(d) is a polynomial in d of de<gvee 11 with nonnegatke 
rational coejicierb. 
(ii) The leading coeficients of gzrz(d) and g,,,,,(d) are both (1 /2z11)(!,9. 
(iii) The least come-on denominator of the coeficients of g*(d) is the largest 
power of 2 di~viding n!. 
Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of the recursion formula for g,{(d) 
of Theorem 9 (ii). 
The proofs of (ii) and (iii) require the USC of another expression for the 
generating function f(t) = xzP,,gn(d) tn. In (41), we replace the index k 
by i 2j, where i runs over all odd positive integers and j runs through the 
nonnegative integers. \Ve obtain 
(44) 
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\Ve know that log l/(1 ~- S) =- x;~, si/i. Taking the odd part of both sides 
of this equation, we have 
Combining (44) and (45), we have 
01 
(46) 
Ll’c can expand thej-th factor of the product (46) ds a power series in flP’ 
with constant term 1. If j >, 0, every- term in this erpansion except the 
constant term contains t to a strictly higher po”er than rt. The 0-th factor, 
(( 1 + df);( I ~~ &))r@, is a power series in dt and, in its expansion, n occurs 
to the same power as t in ever!- term. It follows that the sum of all terms of,f(t) 
in which d occurs to the same power as t is exactly the 0-th factor of the 
product (46) namely ((I ! dt)j( I dt))‘:‘. H owever, recalling that ,f(t) is 
the generating function for xn(d), we see that the coefficient of d”fj( in ,f(t) 
is the leading coefficient in I,. \V c can obtain this coefficient by expanding 
the 0-th factor in power series as follows: 
The leading coefficients of g,,(d) and g,,, i(d) are both therefore 
1 .3’..:(2np 1) 
2 4 . . . . (2n) 
(2n)! I 212 
~~ -(Y-4 ..I (2n))’ 2’” 72 ’ ! i
which proves (ii), 
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In view of Theorem 9 (iii) we need only prove (iii) for g2,L(d). We begin 
by computing the denominator for the leading coefficient (l/2’“) (2) of gzn((i) 
when it is reduced to lowest terms. Since (:F) is an integer, the denominator 
is certainly a power of 2. But, since 
this power of 2 must be the largest power of 2 dividing (In)!. Part (iii) will 
follow if we can prove that the denominators of the other coefficients, \rhen 
reduced, are powers of 2 which divide (271)!. It is immediate from Theorem 
9 (ii), by induction on n, that n! ,yll((/) has integer coefficients. Hence, the 
denominators of the coefficients of Lyz,L(d) all divide (2n)!. 
From (46) and the binomial theorem, \vt’ have 
Sinccf(!) is the generating function of the gn(d), it will suffice to show that 
the denominators of its coefficients, 11 hen reduced, are all powers of 2. This 
in turn will follow from (47) f i we can show that the denominators of the 
binomial coefficients (=“-:“I’) are powers of 2. Finally the last statement is 
an immediate consequence of the following known elementary fact. 
LEhlRIA 5. Suppose a is n rational number, k a ftonnegatiw integer, and p 
n prime. If p does not divide the denominator of a, then p doors not divide the 
deuonzinatov of the binomial coejicient (E). 
Proof. There is an elegant proof in Ref. [7, p. 551. 
In the notation of Section 3, g([lz]) is th 1 d’ L lmcnsion of the space of simple 
Jordan elements which arc linear in everv element of an ?l-element subset 
of S and of degree 0 in all other elements of A-. Then from Theorem I (ii) 
and Theorem 10 (ii), we have the following: 
COROLLARY 6. 
(i) g([2n]) := (2n)! 2)T fl) = c-($J$,’ 
= (1 3 . 5 (2n I))“. 
(ii) g([2n I 11) (212 i l)g([2?1]). 
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